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Brief and objectives: 
Bedfordshire’s clearing campaign aimed to generate 1,670 offers to contribute to a target of 
2,288 registrations. 
 
Campaign objectives were to improve recruitment from a younger audience to compensate 
for the fall in applicants aged 24+, while also stemming this decrease, and to generate: 

1. 135,000 web visits 
2. 9,000 phone calls 
3. 2,800 applications 
4. 1,670 offers 
5. 2,288 students (main cycle+clearing) 

 

Rationale behind campaign, including research and planning: 
Bedfordshire has been known as the ‘Clearing University’, but with competition increasing 
acutely in 2015, the Russell Group expanding through clearing; and more 18-19 year olds 
applying later we knew our targets for 2016 would be challenging. 
 
Our marketing spend was low compared to the benefit of achieving the marginal student in 
clearing; so achieving an increase in investment was important. To stand still, increased 
investment was required, but to grow we needed to substantially increase investment; from 
0.5% to 1% of income. 
 
Greater investment enabled Bedfordshire to: 

 recover share and target areas with potential 

 defend key markets and deliver a strategy into competitors spaces 

 provide flexibility in online bidding and optimise activity 

 maintain momentum through the long tail 
 
Research/planning 
Our decisions were informed by: 

 Prediction modelling of student numbers 

 Evaluation of historic data showing our call to offer rate 

 2015 cost per student calculated at £882 

 Assessing percentage growth/market size to determine opportunities 

 Online surveys/focus groups to gain student responses to campaign 
artwork/message 



 2015 performance metrics and evaluation 

 Dashboard statistics used to adapt location, density and timeframe 
 
Audience 

 UK/EU applicants - 17-19 year olds in target schools/colleges, and mature applicants 

 Parents/teachers/careers advisers, particularly from key feeder institutions 
 
 

Strategy and tactics, including creativity and innovation: 
Strategy 

 Build a protective strategy to defend market share - defend current position/protect 
local market / defend segments where attack is anticipated 

 Deliver an attacking strategy to confront competitors and address the fall in share in 
London - confront dominant competitors head on / enter niche areas where 
competitors are weaker 

 
Objective 1, 2 & 3: 
Strategy: Increase digital activity with clear calls to action 
Multi-channel, targeted approach for maximum exposure 
Encourage calls to the University 
Tactics: 

 Digital as the primary acquisition channel 

 Increased spend on Google/key websites: driving users to our website 

 Social media strategy devised, and Clearing microsite optimised 

 Prominence of phone number 

 High visibility regionally, with outdoor trialled in warm spots 
 
Objective 4 & 5: 
Strategy: Nurture ‘accepts’ through promoting benefits 
Tactics: 

 Deliver conversion communications to inform decision making 

 Seed out welcome information to create a sense of belonging/community 

 Create social media forums to ‘meet your new course mates’ 
 
Role of integrated activities 
All activity signposted audiences towards our microsite to support a synthesised approach: 
 
Driving action 

 Google adwords & retargeting – wide reach and targeted messages 

 UCAS – creative targeting via banner advertising/emails 

 Press – appeal to influencers and maintain positioning 

 Emails – via UCAS/The Student Room – segmented by location/interests  
 
Brand awareness 

 Radio/cinema/bus/roadside – high frequency across local, London and ‘warm spots’ 

 Video on demand – via Channel 4, extending reach nationally 

 3D Street Art – in Luton encouraging social shares, and traction in press 

 Programmatic – amplifying positive messaging  
 
Engagements/conversations 

 Social media – content strategy to start discussion 

 Live chat – additional route to get an ‘online’ offer 



 Recruitment stands – in schools on results day 

 Request a call back – new online conversion goal to capture leads  
 
Innovative/creative marketing &PR 

 Concept creativity – employability messaging led by the positive/pioneering 
proposition of ‘Graduate as a Professional’. Fully integrated campaign – utilised 
above, below and through the line activities 

 Programmatic – integrating social media to boost brand advocacy 

 3D Street Art – based on imagery of our new library to capture interest, create 
shareable content, generate social media traction; making the front cover of Luton on 
Sunday and covered by the Luton Herald and Post, and Luton News. 

 

Implementation of tactics: 
The Clearing campaign ran from June-October 2016. Activity was implemented across 
outdoor, print and web, and ensured high visibility. 
 
Outline of timings: 
Date / Message / Audience / Rationale 
November onwards / Securing+optioning inventory 
February–June / Concept development 
June–July / Beat the Clearing rush / BTEC students/mature/ influencers / BTEC results out – 
activity forms an ‘early influence’ strategy 
July–August / Graduate as a Professional / Core campaign activity –17-19 year olds/mature/ 
influencers / Clearing starts 1 July – campaign work generates new leads well before August 
results day 
September–October / It’s not too late / Unplaced applicants/ mature/offer holders / 
Universities can ‘hold on’ to students for some time before releasing – resulting in a 
campaign longtail 
 

Measurement and evaluation: 
Our live dashboard displayed platform performance, admissions data and competitor 
updates. All offline advertising carried trackers; we measured online analytics, tracked call 
volume and captured callers’ SOI. 
 
Outcomes against objectives: 
Objective 1: 
The Clearing landing pages received 186,825 page views – a 51% increase on 2015 and a 
38.39% increase on target. 
 
Objective 2: 
13,924 phone calls were generated. This is a 76.79% increase on the previous year, and a 
54.71% increase on target. Of the 13,924 calls, 2,402 can be directly traced to paid for 
inventory prompting the call. 
 
Objective 3: 
2,921 applicants were generated, which is 121 applications, or 4.32% above target (and an 
increase of 405 or 16% on the previous year). 
 
Objective 4: 
1,824 offers were made, which is 154 or 9.22% above target – an increase of 690 or 61% on 
the previous year (when 1,134 offers were made). 
 



Objective 5: 
The overall recruitment target for 2016 was 2,288, with a budget target of 2,164. Total 
students recruited for the 2016 intake was 2,348. This is a 2.62% increase on the 
recruitment target and an 8.5% increase on the budget target. 

 

Budget and cost effectiveness: 
Having achieved the substantial increase in budget requested, £1.2m was allocated. 
Total expenditure was: £1,090,974. 
 
Campaign ROI: Web leads / Conversions / Clearing calls / Applicants / Offers 
Customer lifetime value: £27,000 / £27,000 / £27,000 / £27,000 / £27,000 
Cost per conversion: £5.84 / £272.40 / £82.07 / £373.49 / £598.12 
ROMI: 1:4,622.64 /1:98.12 / 1:328.01 / 1:71.29 / 1:44.14 
 
The campaign demonstrated cost effectiveness through: 

 Increasing in-house activity 

 Purchasing inventory via our media buying agency – delivering savings against rate 
card 

 Investing in programmatic – reducing impressions wastage Reducing out of home 
activity and increasing digital –improving reach for budget 

 
We achieved best value for money from: 

 Paid Google - highest spend for greatest return – CPC £5.10 

 Programmatic cost £50,055 – CPC £6.49 

 Facebook/Twitter cost £30,000 accounted for 2% of calls to the clearing hotline, 2% 
of live chats, and generated a CPC of £2.07 

 


